Zurich Life Science Day
Wednesday 10th February - UZH Irchel Campus Lichthof
2016

READY...
NOVARTIS
► CAREERS IN SUSTAINABILITY & ENVIRONMENT
ABBVIE
► CAREERS IN BIOPHARMACY
NOVO NORDISK
► CAREERS IN HEALTHCARE
MIBELLE BIOCHEMISTRY
► CAREERS IN COSMETICS INDUSTRY
BSP. INTERNATIONAL
► EMOTIONAL SELLING
THERAMETRICS
► BIG DATA ANALYSIS

SET...
NOBEL LAUREATE
IN CHEMISTRY
2014
► PROF STEFAN HELL
IMPULZE
► CAREERS IN SMALL CONSULTING COMPANIES
CYTOS
► CAREERS BETWEEN ACADEMIA & INDUSTRY
ETH CAREER SERVICES
► HOW TO TARGET THE PERFECT JOB

CAREER!
MERCK
► FROM INNOVATION TO MARKET
LONZA
► CAREERS IN QUALITY CONTROL
ACTELION
► CAREERS IN SCIENCE & INDUSTRY

COMPANY EXHIBITION & INFORMAL MEETINGS
NETWORKING APERO
...AND MUCH MORE!

Registration online
www.lsyzsn.ch
Deadline 5th February

Exhibition and sponsoring by
Biogen
novo nordisk
abbvie
KELLY
McKinsey & Company
altran
inVitro Health
ntovacare
Campbell Alliance
Peters Health Consulting
D&H
Molecular partners
ETH GET-Hired
BSN
accenture
Lonza

Sponsored by
ACTELION
SwAPP
Johnson & Johnson
Sigma-Aldrich
Polyphor